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Abstract 
An approximate method is developed to solve the full nonlinear equations governing two-dimensional irrotational 
flow in a free waterfall, falling under the influence of gravity, at high Froude number based on conditions far 
upstream. Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is used to map the region, in the complex potential-plane, onto the 
upper half-plane. The Hilbert transformation as well as the perturbation technique, for large Froude number, are 
used as a basis for the approximate solution of the problem. A complete solution, up to second-order approximation, 
for the downstream free-surfaces profiles, for different Froude number, is discussed and illustrated. The obtained 
approximate solutions are compared with those of other authors. Favourable agreement with other results suggests 
that this method is effective in dealing with flow problems strongly influenced by gravity and high Froude number. 
The results obtained by this method are sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. 
Key words: Inviscid flow; Free-surface flow problems; Schwarz-Christoffel transformation; Hilbert transformation; 
Perturbation technique; Nonlinear integral equations 
1. Introduction 
The problem of two-dimensional irrotational incompressible and inviscid flow in a free 
waterfall, falling under the action of gravity, has received considerable attention from mathe- 
maticians and civil engineers, throughout the history of fluid mechanics. 
The basic difficulty in solving these hydrodynamical free-surface flow problems lies in the 
fact that the unknown free surface is no longer a boundary of constant speed, due to the 
influence of gravity which precludes solutions in closed form. 
Early experimental work was carried out in 1957 by Rouse and Ince [S] and then in 1958 by 
Hay and Markland [6] who used an electrolytic plotting tank. 
Analytic solutions, using matched asymptotic techniques, were carried out by Clarke [5] in 
1965, by utilizing an asymptotic expansion based on the reciprocal of Froude number in the 
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upstream region. Clarke obtained a solution for the case of Froude number F = j% and his 
solution has been used for comparison purposes in Fig. 6. In 1979, Chow and Han [4] obtained 
a numerical solution of the problem via the three-dimensional equations of an incompressible, 
inviscid fluid along with hodograph transformations. Naghdi and Rubin [7], in 1981, have solved 
the problem for the special case of the system of differential equations of a Cosserat (or a 
directed) fluid sheet. In 1983, Smith and Abd-el-Malek [9] used the Hilbert transformation as a 
basis for the numerical solution of the problem in the three cases of flow: subcritical, critical 
and supercritical. Their solution has been used for comparison purposes in Fig. 6 too. 
On the other hand, achievements in exact solutions for the detailed description of waterfall 
problem are almost nonexistent. 
The present approach, where the Hilbert transformation as well as the perturbation 
technique are used as a basis for the approximate solution in case of large Froude number, has 
been successfully applied in 1989 in [2] for the problem of a flow over a ramp, in 1991 in [3] for 
the problem of a flow over a trump weir and in 1991 in [l] for the problem of a flow from 
planar sluice gate. 
In the following section the description of the problem and the basic equations are 
presented. The approximate equations for large Froude number are given and the perturbation 
technique is described in Section 3. The solution of the equations up to second-order 
approximation is then carried out, and the results are explained in the last section. 
2. Formulation of the problem 
An incompressible inviscid fluid flow over a horizontal bed (or a cliff) until it falls over an 
edge under the influence of gravity is considered. The effect of surface tension is assumed 
negligible. Far upstream of the shelf the flow is uniform with speed U and depth h, and the 
gravity acts vertically downwards, see Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The physical plane, Z-plane, for a flow in a waterfall. 
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Fig. 2. The complex potential-plane, W-plane, for a flow in a waterfall. 
Fig. 3. The normalized complex potential-plane, W’-plane, for a flow in a waterfall. 
For convenience, we choose point B to be the origin in the complex Z-plane, the x-axis from 
left to right and the y-axis upwards. 
As the flow far upstream is supposed to be uniform and hence irrotational, and viscosity is 
absent, then the flow is always irrotational and so there exists a velocity potential 4. Also, as 
the fluid is incompressible, there exists a stream function I(/. Both functions 4 and 4 must 
satisfy the Laplace equation 
v2(b = 0, V2~ = 0, (24 
subject to certain nonlinear boundary conditions, namely 
(i) zero pressure on the free streamlines; and 
(ii) zero normal velocity on the bed. 
The basic nondimensional parameter appearing in the problem is E = g/z/U’ = l/F’, which 
is assumed to be small in this paper. 
As stated before, we do not know the location of the free surface a priori, but the fact that 
along the streamline J, is constant allows us to denote the upper free surface A& by 1/1= Uh. 
Similarly $I is also a constant on the solid boundary AB and lower free surface BC; we assume 
that I,!I = 0. This is shown in Fig. 2. 
The problem is nondimensionalized using the transformations 
‘i 
z;=-, 
h 
W 
w’= z, (2.2) 
where j = 1 for the upper free-surface, j = 2 for the lower free-surface, zj =xj + iy, and 
w(z) = 4(x, y) + $4 x, y) is the complex potential function. The dimensionalized form of Fig. 
2 appears in Fig. 3. 
The Bernoulli condition on the upper (j = 1) and lower (j = 2) free surfaces can be written 
as 
s;’ + 24 y; - 1) = 0. P-3) 
The complex potential function w(z) is an analytic function of z within the region of flow, with 
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(2.4) 
complex conjugate velocity 
dw(z) 
dz 
= u(x, y) - iu(x, y) = qe-ie. 
Using (2.2), the complex conjugate velocity in (2.4) takes the form 
l= !d!$ = qle-ie_ 
(2.5) 
Furthermore, if one uses the logarithmic hodograph variable 
w=ln [=ln q’+i(-8), (2.6) 
the dimensionless physical variable z ’ in terms of the two functions w’ and w is then given by 
A B cc, A, 
Fig. 4. The upper half-plane, t-plane, for a flow in a waterfall. 
(2.5 
Using the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, we map the region of flow in the w’-plane 
onto the upper half of an auxiliary t-plane, so that the following points correspond (see Figs. 3 
and 4): 
B: w’ = 0, t = 0; 
c, c,: w’-+ +w, t= 1; 
A, A,: w’+ --co, t + CQ. i 
The mapping is 
w’(t) = - iln(l - t), 0 < arg(1 - t) < r. 
From [9], we have the following systems of equations, after dropping the primes. 
2. I. Flow characteristics along the upper free surface (t > I) 
41(t) = /l - qY,(t) - 1) 3 
fi 
e,(t) = ; /,I ,:““$ ds + /la In ‘;(ss+l;r(‘) 
i 
(IsI + In ~(t)ln[~~, 
P-8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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t sin 6,(s) 
y#) = l+ a/-- (1 -+&) ds, 
t cos O,(s) 
xl(t) =x0 + ; /- (1 _ s)q,(s) ds* 
91 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
2.2. Flow characteristics along the lower free surface (0 < t < 1) 
c&(t) = {l - 2E( Y&) - 1) 7 (2.14) 
G 
W) = ; 
i 
/, 
I In q,(s) - ln q*(t) ds + m In 41(s) 
(s-t)& / 1 (s - t)ri 
ds] + In :(t)hr[s], (2.15) 
t sin O,(s) 
yJf) = ;/;, (1 -s)q2(s) dsT 
(2.16) 
t cm e,(s) 
Q(t) = ; I, (1 _ s)4 (s) ds- 
(2.17) 
2 
3. The approximate equations 
For large Froude number F, corresponding to small E, the values of O,(t) and 13,(t) will be 
very small; consequently we can approximate sin O,( t> and sin O,( t > by 8,( t> and O,( t 1 
respectively as well as cos O,(t) and cos O,(t) by unity. Having done so, the systems of equations 
take the following forms. 
3.1. Along upper free surface (t > 1) 
41(t) - 1 - E(YlW - 11, (3.1) 
’ YlW = 1 + ;j,l_s t e1(s) [I + E( yl(s) - l)] ds, 
x*(t)=x,+ +/+,,+ E(Y*(S) - 111 (3s. 
P-3) 
(3.4) 
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3.2. Along lower free surface (0 < t < 1) 
q2(t) = 1 - E( Y*(t) - l), 
[l + E( y2(s) - l)] ds, 
X2(f) = && [I+ 4 Ye - I)] ds. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
4. Perturbation method 
Expand qj, O,, yj and xj, where j = 1, 2, in terms of the small parameter E: 
4j(t) = e En4j,n(t)P j= 1,2, 
n=O 
ej(t) = 2 Enej,Jf), j = 1, 2, 
n=l 
Xi(t)= t E"Xj,,(t), 
(44 
j = 1, 2, 
n=O 
YIP) = 2 EnYl,w Y2@) = 2 EnY2,n. 
n=O n=l 
Upon employing the expansions (4.1) into (3.1)-(3.8) and equating terms of similar power of 
E, we get the following approximations. 
(i) Zero-order approximation: 
(A) Along upper free surface (t > 1): 
41,0(t) = 17 
%,0(t) = 07 
YI,OW = 19 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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(B) Along lower free surface (0 < t < 1): 
%,clW = 1, 
%,I#) = 0, 
Ye,&) = 0, 
%,0(t) = a/:;. 
(ii> First-order approximation: 
(A) Along upper free surface (t > 1): 
41,1(t) = 0, 
\/I I ds 
%dt) = ;/, (s _ q& ’ 
yl,Jt) = ;/;sds, 
Xl,&) = 0; 
(B) Along lower free surface (0 < t < 1): 
CI*,&) = 1, 
1-G 
e*,J t) = -Ll - 
TT i I l+vT ’ 
1 &I(S) 
Y,,,(f) = G/o l_sds, 
-%,1(t) = - a CA. 
(iii) Second-order approximation: 
(A> Along upper free surface (t > 1): 
%,2(f) = --y1,1(t), 
y,,z(t) = ;Ltff$dq 
(4.6) 
W-7) 
(4.8) 
w9 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
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(B) Along lower free surjhce (0 < t < 1): 
%,2(t) = -Y2,1, 
q2(t) = ;tsds. 
5. Solution of the problem 
The solution of (4.2)-(4.25) is given by the following approximations. 
(i> Zero-order approximation: 
(A) For upper free surface (t > 1): 
41,0(t) = 13 
%0(t) = 07 
YI,&) = 19 
~,,~(t) = - iln(t - 1); 
(B) For lower free surface (0 < t < 1): 
q2,&) = 1, 
e2,&) = 07 
Y2,&) = 07 
~~,~(t) = - kln(l -t), 
(ii) First-order approximation: 
(A) For upper free surface (t > 
41,1(t) = 07 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
P-1) 
(5 -2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5 4 
(5.7) 
(5 4 
1): 
(5 9 
(5.10) 
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(B) For lower free surface (0 < t < 1): 
s2,dt) = 17 
x2,1(t) = $n(l -t). 
(iii) Second-order approximation: 
(A) For upper free surface (t > 1): 
2 
q1,2(t) = - qln 
%,2(t) = - ; 7 - “[ * $h[G) 
2fi fi+l -- 
=3 ln2 fi - 1 ’ 
( I 
Y1,2W = -p In 4 [ ($f-!)+2lnq], 
4 G-1 
x1,2(t) = - -1n ___ * 
i I 7-r3 G-1 7 
(B) For lower free surface (0 < t < 1): 
q2,2(t) = - - t + Iln 
:[ ’ (is)]> 
- 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
4fi 1-G 
h,,(f) = --$- In y- 
ii 1 
+ iln(1 -t) - 2 1 
?ln 
t-l 
?r2 i 1 
-+ 
t 
--&ln(l + 6) 
(5 18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
7 (5.22) 
96 
t + +t3j2 + 6fi + ln(1 - t) + 3 In 
-$+ln[g] 7 (5.23) 
~,,~(f)=-$ (fi-t)+ln s 
i i 
(5.24) 
Hence, up to second-order approximation in E, the functions ql( t ), 19,(t 1, y I( t> and x ,( t ) for 
t > 1 are then given by 
(5.25) 
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(5.26) 
(5.27) 
G-1 
xl(t) = - aln(t - 1) + l 2-$1n ~ 
i I fi+1 
+ O(E’). 
The functions q2(t), t9,(t), y2(t) and x,(t) for 0 <t < 1 are then given by 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
El,(t) = iln (~)tr2~[ln(~)+fln(l-t)-2]+o(r’), (5.30) 
+ O(E2), (5.31) 
x2(t) = - Lh(1 -t) + :ln(l - t) + l (5.32) 
IT rr 
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Fig. 5. Waterfall profile for Froude number F = m, v% and 10. 
Fig. 6. Comparison with the perturbation method IS] and Hilbert’s method [9] for Froude number F = v%. 
6. Results and discussion 
Approximate solutions through conformal mapping, the Hilbert transformation and the 
perturbation technique for flows with large Froude number are combined to find the approxi- 
mate profile for a waterfall problem throughout a wide range of Froude number. 
Fig. 5 for E = 0.1, 0.02 and 0.01 respectively shows this solution. For E = 0.1 (corresponding 
to F* = lo), the lower nappe displays a tendency towards a reversal in the direction of the flow, 
a tendency which becomes more severe with increasing E, i.e., with decreasing Froude number 
F. 
Fig. 6 comprises the present solution for F = V% with the corresponding solutions of 1591. It 
appears that the present method yields a thicker jet than the other authors, which is due to the 
order of approximation being 10e4. Therefore, extra terms in the approximate formula lead to 
favourable agreement with the results of the other authors. 
It is the author’s opinion that this analysis can be extended to study the problems of sharp 
crested weirs and Tainter gates. 
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